Otto Panknin (1905 – 1960)
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born on 15.07.1905 in Düsseldorf (Rhineland)
dentist
was detained at his former domicile in Falkenau (near Flöha / Saxony) in July 1945; real
estate, house, surgery and articles of value were expropriated; in the post-war confusion his
wife had to bring up her three daughters (at the age of 6, 8 and 12 years)
listed „reason of imprisonment“: member of the Nazi party
transferred from special camp Bautzen to special camp Mühlberg on 09.10.1945.
o in Mühlberg Otto Panknin worked at the dentist’s station, head of dentist’s station
since 23.04.1948
o He worked together with (among others)
 dentist Kurt Drescher from Wildenfels near Zwickau (head of dentist’s station
in special camp Mühlberg, badly sick with tuberculosis released from special
camp on 10.07.1948, died shortly after release),
 dentist Rudolf („Bobby“) Uellendahl from Mittweida (died in 1991) and
 Harry Schöne from Dürrröhrsdorf (near Pirna). [1]
o Otto Panknin was a member of the so called „closing commando“ in Mühlberg: it was
created in the separately fenced barracks 4 and 4A and after all discharges and
several transfers to special camp Buchenwald it just consisted of 133 men and 11
women (date: 29.09.1948). Otto Panknin finally took up the doctor's position. [2]
transferred from special camp Mühlberg to special camp Buchenwald as „closing commando“
on 19.11.1948
until now activity as a dentist in special camp Buchenwald not verified
discharge from special camp Buchenwald on 30.01.1950 [3]
Died on 03.08.1983 in Rhineland (probably Langenfeld). [1]

After Years of uncertainty the Panknin family received a first sign of life on 15.08.1948, written by the
former fellow prisoner, the dental technician Gertrud Becker (born on 1910 in Chemnitz). She gave a
full report about the life of camp Mühlberg (annex). There Gertrud Becker worked with Otto Panknin at
the dentist's station. She was discharged from special camp Mühlberg on 05.08.1948, after more than
3 years of imprisonment.
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